
We understand the challenges many businesses are encountering as their workforce transitions to a remote environment. Don't worry,              
LG has you covered. We have a full line up of IT solutions such as ultrawide monitors, super portable laptops, tablets and air purifiers. 

Powering Your Remote Workspace

DESKTOP MONITORS  
Make multitasking simple with QHD wide screen diplays, and Full HD IPS Desktop Monitors.

34CB99-W   
34” Class (34” Diag) 21:9 UltraWide® WQHD IPS Curved LED Monitor 
with USB Type-C. 
 
The 3440 X 1440 curved UltraWide QHD IPS display offers amazingly sharp 
picture quality. Its pixel area is about 1.8 times larger than a Full HD 21:9 
monitor, and about 2.4 times larger than a Full HD 16:9 monitor. 

34BL650-B   
34” UltraWide ™ WFHD IPS Desktop Monitor 
 
Provides more room than a 16:9 Full HD resolution display, offering a wider 
workspace to view multiple documents at once.

BK430H-B  
24BK430H-B  24” HDR Full HD IPS Monitor 
27BK430H-B  27” HDR Full HD IPS Monitor 
 
IPS (In-Plane Switching) technology highlights the performance of liquid       
crystal displays. Response times are short, color reproduction is strong, and 
users can view the screen at virtually any angle.

BL650C  
24BL650C-B  23.8"  Full HD IPS Monitor  |  27BL650C-B  27” Full HD IPS Monitor 
 
With a single USB Type-CTM cable, you can simultaneously transfer screen display 
and other data while charging a laptop or tablet PC with power up to 45W.



GRAM FOR BUSINESS LAPTOPS 
LG gram is the ultra-lightweight high-performance laptop, ideal for 
working remotely. 

AIR PURIFIER 
LG is proud to offer asthma & allergy friendly® Certified PuriCare™                 
air purifiers.

G PAD TABLET  
Expansive display provides a vivid visual experience in striking clarity.

14Z90N-N.APS5U1 14” gram Laptop with Intel® Core™ i5 processor, 
FHD IPS Screen, 8GB DDR4 RAM & 256 GB SSD, & Windows 10                   
Professional (64 bit) OS 
 
15Z90N-N.APS8U1 15.6” gram Laptop with Intel® Core™ i5 Processor, 
FHD IPS Screen, 8GB DDR4 RAM & 512 GB SSD, & Windows 10                 
Professional (64 bit) OS 
 
The 15.6” gram weighs only 2.5 lbs. and the 14" at 2.2Lbs, while only .7" thin. 

LM-T600QSCCASV  - LG G PAD 5 10.1" Full HD tablet  
The LG G Pad 5™ 10.1 boasts a long-lasting battery life* and a fast-charging 
battery enabling a quick return to your life onscreen. 
 
*Actual battery time may vary depending on network connectivity and application use.

AS560DWR0 - LG PuriCare™ 360º Air Purifier 
A unique purification method promotes 360 degrees of clean air delivery, 
including areas low to the ground. A true HEPA filter helps captures 6        
different types of particles to deliver purer, cleaner air  in your home office 
space. Also features a LoDecibel™ Operation and 10 year motor warranty. 

LG cares and we are here to support you during this time.  
For more information, contact: (888) 865-3026  |  info@LGSolutions.com
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